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AN EMPIRE DIVIDED
BY
COMMON SENSE
The Paine-Hanway Argument
Richard Samuelson

lomas Paine's Common Sense is well known to history.
X Published in the beginning of 1776 in Philadelphia, it was
a runaway best-sellerwhich helped to turn American opinion
toward independence. Paine vras not, however, the first person to
publish a pamphlet bearing the tide "Common Sense." Robert
Walpole had published one in 1741, and others had since then. Paine
was not the first person to publish what he took to be the "common
sense" of the Anglo-American crisis. In 1775, the philanthropistJonas
Hanway published his own "common sense" of the matter. His
common sense was diametrically opposed to Paine's. Hanway, unlike
Paine, held that the Americans had to submit to Parliament.
Since we have no direct evidence of a connection between Paine's
"Common Sense" and Hanway's, we can only say that Paine may have
been responding to Hanway. According to an old tradition Paine
initially wanted to call the pamphlet "plain truth," but Benjamin Rush
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suggested "common sense," and Paine agreed.' That does not clinch
the matter, for the tradition is unclear as to why Paine wished to call it
"Plain Truth," and why he changed the title. He may have thought of
"Plain Truth" as a response to "Common Sense," but Rush convinced
him to use the same tide as Hanway. But that is all speculation. What
is all but certain is that Paine was acquainted with Hanway's "Common
Sense." In 1775, Paine was working as a magazine editor in Philadel
phia, and in that capacity he kept up with new publications in London.
Hanway's pamphlet probably made it to his desk. Moreover, in the
middle of March, 1775, the London Chronicle turned its first page over to
Hanway, providing a summary and extract of his Common Sense} It is
very unlikely that Paine failed to read that.
Reading Paine's Common Sense in the context of Hanway's casts
Paine's work in a new light. It shows that Paine wrote as much a
reaction to the English view of the imperial crisis as to the American
view of it. Paine was an Englishman who had arrived in Philadelphia
from London in late 1774. He knew English opinion from the inside
in a way that few Americans did. In Common Sense he used that
knowledge to show Anglo-Americans why reconciliation was undesir
able and independence was necessary. By making the English case
plainly and boldly, Hanway's Common Sense may have spurred his
thinking in this direction.^
The essence of Hanway's argument was that the colonists were
Britons, and to be British was to be subject to Parliament. Paine
responded, on the contrary, that they were Americans, not Britons, and
for that reason were not rightly subject to any British authority.
Hanway's common sense connected the sovereign Parliament, legal
positivism, and British nationalism. On the other side of the water.

' John Keane, Tom Paine: a PoStical Life (Boston: Little Brown, 1995), 107, Eric Foner, Tom
Paine and Ptvolutionaty America (New York; Oxford University Press,1976), 84. Neither is well
documented. Foner appears to cite David Hawke, Paine (New York: Harper & Row, 1974),
44. Interestingly, Benjamin Franklin published a"Plain Truth" in Philadelphia in 1747, as part
of a campaign to get the Quaker government to organize an army with which to defend itself
from the French and their Indian allies. See Edmtmd S. Morgan, Penjamin FrankUn (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 2002), 65.
'James S ToL^Xot, Jonas Hanwcff: Founder of the Marine Society (fanAoK Scholar, 1985), 148.
'The only scholarly discussion of the two "Common Senses" that I have located b the general
overview of the topic in Taylor's Jonas Hanmty, Ch. XI,"Common Sensr.Hanway and Thomas
Paine," 143-52.
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Paine took the common sense notions of government of Englishmen
like Hanway, combined them with the prevailing Anglo-American
constitutional theory and came up with his own account of American
common sense.'* His common sense indicated that British constitu
tional nationalism was incompatible with American liberty. In short,
to understand how and why Paine's common sense was different from
Hanway's, we have to understand the connections among the problems
of empire, nationhood, and constitutionalism in the era.
The essay that follows has four main sections. The first provides
biographical details about Paine and Hanway and gives an overview of
the two Common Senses. It is followed by a discussion of their constitu
tional thought, then turns to their rival answers to the question of
nationhood, and finally examines their rival imperial projects. The
essay concludes with a brief note about the meaning of independence
in America and Britain.

¥ Two Philanthropists and Their
Common Senses ^
At first glance, Jonas Hanway and Thomas Paine seem to have had
little in common. Hanway was a member of the English establishment
whose efforts as a philanthropist earned him a memorial in Westminis
ter Abbey. Paine was a wanderer. Although he became famous as the
author of Common Sense, The ^ghts of Man, The Age of Reason, and other
tracts and essays, and his writings had a profound impact in America
and Europe, he died not far from New York City in relative obscurity
in 1809.

" The scholarly literatureon Paine's CommonSense is vast In addition to the biographies noted
above, see also Robert A. Ferguson, "The Commonalities of Common Sense," WilBam and
Maty Quartertf, 3rd set 57:3 Quly, 2000): 455-504, Bernard Bailyn, "Common Sense," in
"PundamentalTestaments of theAmerican ^evobction (Washington, DC, Library of Congress 1973):
7-23, Molly Anne Rothenberg, "Parsiting America: the Radical Function of Heterogeneity in
Thomas Paine's Early Writings," Eighteenth.Centmy Studies, 25:3 (Spring,1992): 331-51, Jack
P. Greene, "Paine, America, and the 'Moderniaation' of Political Consciousness," VoMcal
Science Quarter^ 93:1 (Spring, 1978): 73-92. Winthrop D. Jordan, "Familial Politics: Thomas
Paine and the Killing of the King,Wl(sf Journal of American Histoty, 60:2 (1973): 294-308.
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Hanway was born inrPortsmouth in 1712 to a family of limited
means and some connections. At the age of seventeen, he sailed for
Lisbon to begin a career as a merchant. In 1743, two years after his
return from Lisbon, he joined the Russia Company, and journeyed to
St. Petersburg. From there, he went south in an effort to open up trade
in Asia Minor and Persia. He soon found himself in the tniddle of a war
zone. With pluck and determination, he managed to. find his way back
to St. Petersburg at the very end of 1744 with the majority of his
investment intact. After trying his luck as a trader for a few more years,
Hanway headed to London, which would be his home from 1750 till
his death in 1786. He had some success as a merchant, but he lived off
of a couple of inheritances he received.
Hanway was a prolific writer. In 1753, he published a memoir of
his travels in the early 1740s as Historical Account of the British Trade Over
the Caspian Sea, which earned him some literary notice. Although he
published constantly, he never again met with such popular or critical
results. After reading Hanway's account of his travels within England,
Samuel Johnson quipped that Hanway "acquired some reputation by
travelling abroad, but lost it all by travelling at home."® Most of
Hanway's writings were related to the charitable causes that occupied
most of his time from the 1750s till his death. With the exception of
a couple of essays on the naturalization ofJews that he published in the
early 1750s, Common Sense was his only political tract. Hanway's rising
profile as a philanthropist and gentleman in town helped him secure an
appointment as a Victualler for the Royal Navy in 1762. In the 1760s
his energy and organizational skills secured the passage of "Hanway's
Acts," which improved the lot of the nation's poor and abandoned
children. In his final decades, Hanway continued to be active in many
charitable organizations, to lobby for various causes, and to publish his
thoughts to the public. He never married.
Paine was born in the town of Thetford in Norfolk in 1737 to a
family of somewhat lower rank than the Hanway's. His father was a
Quaker and his mother an Anglican, which may have contributed to
the nonconformity for which he became famous. After some school
ing, he apprenticed under his father as a staymaker, but never really
took to the work. He came of age at the start of the Seven Years War,

^ Johnson in Taylor, Hamvy. 54.
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and soon joined a privateer in search of fortune. After a successful six
month tour, he went to Ix>ndon with enough money to live for a little
while. Paine used the money to improve his education. As would
become his custom, he read a good deal and cultivated the society of
men of science.®
Between 1757 and 1774 Paine led an unsetded Hfe. He married
twice. The first marriage ended when his wife died during childbirth,
along with Paine's child. His second marriage did not go smoothly, and
ended in legal separation. He served as a revenue officer, a teacher,and
a staymaker along the way. His second marriage failing, and lacking
good prospects in Britain, Paine secured a letters of introduction from
Benjamin Franklin and passage to Philadelphia in 1774. Once there, he
found his vocation as a writer.
By coincidence, Paine arrived in Philadelphia just as 'The
Pennsylvania Maga2ine" began publication. He soon became its
Executive Editor. After fighting between Britain and America
commenced in April, 1775, Paine concluded that American independ
ence was necessary and drafted what would become Common Sense.
Published inJanuary, 1776, Common Sense^ni a sensation. It sold more
than 100,000 copies in a few months, and galvanized America's resolve
for independence. The pamphlet was anonymous, but Pame became
known as its author. He spent the remainder of the war in America,
writing the "Crisis" essays and assisting the American war effort. Partly
because he was reluctant to take money when he wrote on behalf of a
cause, he was always short of funds.
Paine returned to England in 1787 with a design for an iron bridge
he wanted to build, and for peace between Britain and France. Not
long after Edmund Burke published his ^flections on the Evolution in
France in 1791, Paine responded with the ^ghts of Man, and went to
Paris. He became active in the Revolution, and was elected by various
constituencies to the national assembly. Eventually, the Revolution
turned against Paine's faction, and he found himself in jail. Only
another turn in the Revolution saved him from execution. While there
he finished
of Reason. He remained in France until 1802, when
PresidentJefferson secured his safe passage to America. The radicalism

' This biographical sketch draws upon the Paine biographies by Keane, Foner, and Hawke
mentioned in note 1.
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of his writings made him unwelcome in American society, and he lived
the last few years of his life in relative obscurity.
What Hanway and Paine had in common, other than their
common country of origin and their lack of children, was writings and
philanthropy. Both men dedicated their lives to improving the lot of
their fellow men, and both men thought that the way to do this was to
apply common sense to the problems of the day. In Hanway's case, it
was a specifically English project. His charitable activities were always
efforts to help his nation do well by doing good, and his writings were
in support of that goal. In an age when unwanted children were often
sent to "killing nurses," Hanway realized that England was throwing
away countless lives that could one day help the nation prosper at
home and win victories against its enemies abroad. By saving those
children from an early death, the nation was not only doing right by the
children, it was also serving its own long-term interest. He thought
that American independence was a tragedy because it weakened Britain,
shrinking the pool of available talent upon which the nation could draw
in its next war with France.^
By contrast,Paine's philanthropic vision had a global reach. As he
wrote near the beginning of Common Sense, "the cause of America is in
great measure the cause of all mankind."® The overarching theme, or
implicit goal, of his writings was that the time had come to liberate
mankind from the fetters which had bound him in the past. He
pursued that goal by working for peace in Europe, and by collaborating
with both American and French Revolutionaries.
Hanway's and Paine's Common Senses are very different efforts,
written in different styles, and reaching different conclusions. Han
way's pamphlet, which officially bears the lugubrious title "Common
Sense: In Nine Conferences, Between A British Merchant and a Candid
Merchant of America, in their Private Capacities as Friends; tracing the
several causes of the present contests between the mother country and
her American subjects; the fallacy of their prepossessions; and the
ingratitude and danger of them; the reciprocal benefits of the national

' On this topic, see James S. Taylor, "Philanthropy and Empire: Jonas Hanway and the Infant
Poor of London," Ei^hteenth-Centu^ Studies,12:3 (1979): 285-305.
' It is possible that Paine only meant that the causeof America is typical, but his future course
in life suggests that he had gjohal ambitions. I have used the edition of Common Sense;
published in Pesine, Eric Foner, ed. (New York: Library of America, 1995), 5.
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friendship; and the moral obligations of individuals which enforce it:
with various antecedents, and reasons drawn from facts, tending to
conciliate all differences, and establish a permanent union for the
common happiness and glory of the British empire," is a dialogue
between two merchants, one British and the other Anglo-American.
The dialogue shows that both sides were well intentioned, though liable
to excess. At the same time, it also attempted to prove that America
had to yield to the force of British common sense.
As his full title suggests, Hanway's style was rambling. He was a
busy man of affairs who wrote by dictating to his overworked secretary.
His Common Sense meandered for well over a hundred pages, but his
ultimate point was clear and simple, as was the logic behind it: the
Americans were British subjects, and British subjects were governed by
the Kingin Parliament; hence the Americans were subject tolegislation
passed by Parliament. Publishing in London in 1775, his chief concern
was to remind Britons of their core political beliefs and to show how
they applied to Anglo-America.
Paine, like Hanway, attempted to show how certain beliefs that
were popular in America obscured the obvious truth of the matter.
The truth he found, however, was opposed to Hanway's. His style was
very different as well. Where Hanway was rambling, Paine was terse.
Where Hanway was cumbersome, Paine was pithy. In Hanway s
dialogue the majority of Americans were well intentioned, though a
minority off stage were regarded demagogues who secretly panted for
independence. In Paine's essay, by contrast, the adversary was simply
an enemy, subject to withering attack by relentless political logic.
Paine's Common Sense progressed through four sections: "On the
origin and design of government in general. With concise remarks on
the English Constitution; Of Monarchy and Hereditary Succession;
Thoughts on the Present State of American Affairs; Of the Present
Ability of America, With some Miscellaneous Reflexions." In these
sections, Paine argued that monarchy was a silly form of government,
that Britain's much-vaunted constitution was not in fact terribly liberal,
that Americans were not Britons, and that Americans could win the
war. Taken together, they argued that the American colonists should
forge a continental Union outside of the British empire. For all
practical purposes, Paine's Common Sense was irreconcilable with
Hanway's.
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^ Why Common Sense? ^

By turning to cotnmon sense, Paine and Hanway dismissed what had
been the central line of argument between Britain and America since
at least the Stamp Act Crisis. John Philip Reid and many others have
demonstrated that the Americans, particularly in their official capacity,
made primarily legal and constitutional arguments against British
encroachments upon their rights. "We must not think of American
whigs as philosophers or as political scientists," he writes. "We must
think of them for what they were, constitutional advocates.
They.. .were advocates in a constitutional dispute."' Many influential
Britons responded in kind. The turn to common sense was a turn away
from constitutional reason.
By 1775, British and American lawyers had been arguing the
quesion for over a decade and there was no end in sight. Hanway knew
that some lawyers and statesmen, most prominently William Pitt, Lord
Chatham, thought that the American argument carried some weight."
Hanway criticized aU such legalism. His British merchant claimed,
"that a sttprme legislativepoweris necessarily included in our constitution.

' John Philip Reid, Constttutional History of the American 'Rtvolntion (Madison: University of
Wisconsin Press, 1986), 111:53. See also, by the same author. In Defiance of the LaneThe Standing
Amy Controvery, the two Constitutions, and the Coming of the American 'Revolution (Chapel Hill:
University ofNorth Carolina Press,1981). Amongthe better discussions Anglo-Americanlaw
in the era of the American Revolution are: Barbara Black, "The Constitution of the Empire:
The Case for the Colonists," University ofRenntylvatdalMwReviewVlA (1975-76): 1157-1211,
Jack P. Greene, "From the Perspective of the Law: Context and Legitimacy in the Origins of
the American Revolution," South Atlantic (fuarterl) LXXXV (1986): 56-77, and Richard
Johnson "Parliamentary Egotisms."Journal of American History (1987): 338-62.
See Chatham's speech of 16January 1766, "It is my opinion, that this kingdom has no right
to lay a tax upon the colonies," in Celebrated Speeches of Chatham, Rurke, and Erskine (Philadel
phia- 1880), 11. A close reader of Thomas 'PavsrsiliL&AdministrationoftheColoniestesRxcdiriax
Pownall thought that colonists got the better of the argument Thomas Pownall, The
Administration of the Colonies. (The FourthEdition) Wherein theirRights andConstitution are Discussed
and Stated (London: J. Walter, 1768). "We find in the journals of the House of Com
mons ... from thatmoment theconstitution of the colonies weretreated as beingthe same with
that of Jersey, part of the duchy of Normandy." 60. H. T. Dickinson notes that "the
constitutional issues were so complex and the consequences of victory or defeat sograve that
the peoples on both sides of the Atlantic were divided intermalty on the wisdom and justice of
the arguihents put forward byAmerican patriot and Britishimperialist leaders.""The Friends
of America': British Sympathy with the American Revolution," in RadicaBsm and Revolution in
Britain, 1775—1848: Essctys in Honour of Malcolm I. Thomas, Martin T. Davis, ed. (London:
Macmillan, 2000), 1.
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is a point decided hjparliament" His American responded, "Lawyers
do not allow such a summary way of going to work." To that, the
Briton responded, "let an army of lawyers and orators loose, and they
shall debate and harangue for as many years, and leave the question
involved in difficulties."" In short, lawyers complicated an issue which
was in fact simple. To make peace between Britain and America,
Hanway suggested, both sides needed only to turn to common sense.
To non-lawyers, the Anglo-American argument sounded strange
indeed. In the second number of the Farmer's betters, the most popular
political writing in America before Paine's Common Sense,]ohsx Dickin
son said that the Americans "are as much dependent on Great-Britain,
as a perfecdy free people can be on another."'^ How could the
colonists be both dependent and free? According to Reid, "there are
several constitutional ways to answer "yes".. .including "dependence"
based on customary procedures rather than sovereign, unchecked,
discretionary will and pleasure."" As the Massachusetts patriot,James
Otis, wrote in 1764, "it is often very difficult for great lovers of power
and great lovers of liberty, neither of whom have been used to the
study of law, in any of its branches, to see the difference between
subordination, absolute slavery and subjection, on one side; and liberty,
independence and hcenciousness, on the other. We should endeavour
to find the middle road, and confine ourselves in it.""
Hanway dismissed all such legalism as so much special pleading.
Against the lawyers, Hanway contended that "there is no middle way"
between Parliament's right to legislate in all cases and America's
independence." An eighteenth-century Whig, he thought that the
Glorious Revolution had decided the question of Parliament's
sovereignty. "Is it not essential to the being of the British state and

" Hanway, Common Sense, 57. He added elsewhere, "let lawyers alone and they will argue till
dooms-day, and tax both countries so deeply for their maintenance, during the debate, that
one or both will be ruined in the issue" (47).
Dickinson, "Letters of a Farmer in Pennsylvania," in The Wriitngs of John Dickinson, voL 1:
Political Writings, 1764-1774, Paul L. Ford, ed. (Philadelphia: 1895).
ConstitutionalHistoty,llh\2.
James Otis, The Pigfits of the British Colonies Asserted and Proved (Boston: 1764), 16-17.
Similariy, despite his claim that Parliament had no right to tax the colonies, Chatham claimed
that "oiu:legislative powerover thecolonies issovereign and supreme." Chatham, in Celebrated
Speeches, 13.
" Hanway, Common Sense, 57.
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constitution, by which subjects may be preserved in life and fortune,
from generation to generation, to acknowledge the supreme legislative
authority, as vested in the parliament of Great
The irony behind Hanway's opinion is that it undermined the
mixed constitution that good Whigs (taken in the broadest sens as
those who looked with pride upon the Revolution of 1688) supposedly
praised. He could not explain the constitution for which such writers
as Montesquieu and Voltaire had praised Britain." From time to time
Hanway pointed to "the representation in the whole British empire by
King, Lords, and Commons."^^ But nowhere in the pamphlet did he ever
explain where those orders came from or what they did in the
constitution. And it would have been difficult, if not impossible to
defend that mixed constitution by using what Hanway thought of as
common sense, for the very essence of that constitution was intricate
legal reasoning, as Blackstone's recent volumes demonstrated."
Hanway's constitutional logic was simple: the Anglo-Americans were
Britons, and to be British was to be subject to Parliament. "When I say
we, I mean the parliament, our supreme legislative power," Hanway
wrote.^ The colonists' argument that they were subject to the king but
not Parliament was simply unthinkable.^^
Paine, like Hanway, had little faith in constitutional reasoning. His
common sense, like Hanway's, could not accommodate the constitu
tional complexity that Pitt, Otis, Dickinson, and their peers described.
Early in his pamphlet he said that "I draw my idea of the form of
" Hanway, Common Sense, 8.
" Voltaire, Letters on England, Leonard Tancock, trans. (New York: Penguin, 1980),
Montesquieu, Spiritof the Laws,Anne M. Coehler, Harold Stone, Basia Miller,eds. (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1989).
" Hanway, Common Sense, 7."Do you imagine that your wou'd-be repuhUcan governors, are such
very righteous and sapient men, as to preserve you from all the infection of this wicked world?
No: you would soon go to parties, as we iie-generatt) so apt to do: or not being controuled by
our mixed form, one to check another, each partizan would have his mob; and you being so
much less civilized than we are,it is probable you would bringyourselves intoconfusion" (79).
" William Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of England: A Faesintile of the First Edition
1765—1769,4 vols. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1979).
Hanway, Common Sense, 85. "If your people are subjects, they must acknowledge the
parliamentary authority." 72.
Hanway's American merchant says, "we do not think with so much honour of the
parliament, nor of its acts." His British merchant responds,"There, my friend,is the rub! You
do not understand the constitution of our government; and therefore you do not submit to
it. We cannot trust ourselves to any other supreme legislative authority." Common Sense, p. 4.
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government from a principle in nature, which no art can overturn, viz.
that the more simple any thingis, the less liable it is to be disordered."^
That principle led Paine to conclude that "absolute governments... have
this advantage with them, that they are simple; if the people suffer, they
know the head from which their suffering springs." The trouble with
the constitution of England was that "it is so exceedingly complex, that
the nation may suffer for years together without being able to discover
in which part the fault lies."^ Paine built an important part of his
argument upon those related truths. He concluded that the apparent
complexity of the British constitution misled Americans because the
British constitution, at least insofar as it applied to America, was simple
and tyrannical. There was no way to reconcile empire with liberty so
long as the colonies retained their tie to Great Britain.^
Following the common sense of the matter, Paine dismissed the
claim that Britain had a balanced constitution. On the contrary, he
argued, England's vaunted constitution was in fact no different than
France's. "To say that the constitution of England, is a union of three
powers reciprocally checking each other, is farcical,either thewords have
no meaning, or they are flat contradictions." What sense did it make
to accept that "the thirst for absolute power is the natural disease of
monarchy," and that "the commons.. .are either wiser or more worthy
than the crown," and then give "the commons a power to check the
king by withholding the supplies," and give "afterwards the king a
power to check the commons." The upshot of that reasoning, Paine
concluded, was twofold. On one hand, the English constitution
created "an house divided against itself."^ On the other hand, one
power, in fact, dominated. "Which power in the constitution has the
most weight, for that will govern; and though the others, or a part of
them, may clog, or, as the phrase is, check the rapidity of its motion, yet
so long as they cannot stop it, their endeavours will be ineffectual; the
first moving power will at last have its way." Since "the crown is this
overbearing part in the F.,nglish constitution," Paine concluded, "the will

^ Paine, Common Sense, 9.
^ Paine, Common Sense, 9.
^ Before the shooting began, Paine allowed that a Union between Britain and America might
have made for an acceptable settlement Once the war began, Paine thought that no
reasonable union could be negotiated. Common Sense, 20.
Paine, Common Sense, 10.
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of the king is as much the law of the land in Britain as in France, with
this difference, that instead of proceeding direcdy from his mouth, it
is handed to the people under the more formidable shape of an act of
parHament."^^ It is essential to keep in mind that Paine made this
arguriient in America and about the American colonies. Paine allowed
that there was some check on the King's power in Britain, "England
being the King's residence, and America not so, makes quite another
case. The king's negative here is ten times more dangerous and fatal than
it can be in England."^^ Within England, the checks on monarchy
diminished the evils of monarchy, Paine thought. The king had to live
among the English, after all, which might explain his reluctance to use
his veto after 1688. That was not the case in America.
By the time Paine published his Common Sense in January, 1776,
America and Britain had been at war for nearly nine months, and
reconciliation seemed to be ever an more distant dream. The most
important people in Philadelphia refused to agree. John Dickinson, in
particular, still pulled a good deal of weight in Pennsylvania. He kept
Pennsylvania's delegation to Congress firmly in the pro-reconciliation
camp. A gifted attorney who had studied law at ^ddle Temple in
London, Dickinson knew exactly how the imperial constitution
worked, how it reconciled the rights, interests, and prerogatives of
periphery and center. Paine's Common Sense was an implicit critique of
Dickinson's constitutional logic. The reality of the situation, its
"common sense," was that, for all practical purposes, the vast majority
of Britons disregarded Dickinson's finespun constitutional logic,
preferring that of Hanway instead.
Paine was applying American constitutional logic to Hanway's
British common sense (or the constitutional cotnmon sense he
represented). According to the prevailing version of the British
constitution in America, the only branch of the constitution in England
that had authority in America was the King. The king ruled each
colony independently, with an independent legislature, as the Kings of
England and Scotland had ruled the two kingdoms under separate titles
from the union of the crowns in 1603 to the union of the kingdoms in
1707. The King stiU ruled the Isle of Man,Jersey, and other small terri-

" Paine, Common Sense,10-11.
" Paine, Common Sense, 30.
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tories under separate headings into the nineteenth century.. Not long
before the shooting began, John Adams pointed out that the king
"appears king of Massachusetts, king of Rhode-Island, king of
Connecticut, etc."^ If one took that argument seriously, it meant that
in America the king in Parliament was simply the king. When the
crown of Britain (i.e.: the king, lords, and commons) tried to make law
for Anglo-America, in law, according to the American reading of the
British imperial constitution, it was as if the king was trying to make
law for the colonies on his own, since Lords and Commons did not
exist in Anglo-American law.^^ If the king chose to bind himself by the
will of the British Parliament, that was his business. In short, when
Hanway's common sense constitutionalism was applied to America, it
created a situation where the king was, and could only be, a tyrant. If
Parliament was legally non-existent in America, as Anglo-American
lawyers claimed, and if the king in Parliament was, according to Britain,
"the legislative authority of the British realms," then it was the King,
and only the king, who was makingwar upon America.^ When viewed
through the prism of Anglo-American law, the British constitution, as
it was understood in Britain, was every bit as simple as Paine's Common
Sense suggested.

¥ The Empire and the Nation ^
The turn to common sense and away from constitutionalism drew
strength from and in turn strengthened two trends in eighteenth-

^ John Adams, Novanglus, Piters of John Adams, Gregg Lint, Robert Taylor, et al ed.
(Cambridge.: Harvard, 1989-), 11:321. This argument was in no way unique to Adams.
Thomas Jefferson made the same claim in his "Summary View of the Rights of British
America" in 1774. Reid suggests that it was the real An^o-American position all along in his
ConsHtutionalliistory,a line of interpretation that follows Edmund S.Morgan's "Colonial Ideas
of Parliamentary Power," WilliamofidMatyQuarta^iid set. 5:3 (July 1948). In 1764 "writers
expounded the theory which later found more classic expression in the writings of John
Adams and James Wilson...that the colonies owe allegiance only to the king and are not
bound in any way by acts of Parliament" (314).
Since he gave litde or no constitutional standing to the colonial assemblies, this is exactly
how Hanway saw it too In an internal dialogue between an English shopkeeper and an
English mechanic, the mechanic says, "do these people pretend to be free, and yet throw all
thepowtriiAo the king's hands." Hanway Common Sense,62.
^ Hanway, Common Sense, 105.
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century Britain: nationalism and imperialism. Questioning the nature
of the constitutional tie that bound the colonies to the mother country
begged another question: how were they related anyway? Were the
colonists Britons? Hanway thought they were; Paine thought they were
not. Hanway reached this conclusion because the colonists were part
of the British empire. Paine placed the colonists outside the empire.
In recent years, historians have written a great deal about the rise
of British nationalism in the eighteenth century. These histories have
focused more upon the ideological and cultural aspects of that identity
than the political aspects of it.'^ At first, it was a predominantly
English nationalism based upon the Protestant settlement of 1688.
After the Union of 1707 it became British nationalism, an identity
encompassing the three kingdoms of the realm. As the eighteenth
century progressed, such scholars as Eliga Gould note, British identity
gained an imperial aspect.^^ Britons were proud to possess an expan
sive empire overseas.
Hanway's Britishness was bound up with empire. He thought that
Britain's colonies were part of Britain, and that the mother country
should care for her colonies after the fashion of a good parent. In the
mid-1760s, he helped to organixe funds to support His Majesty's
colonists in Canada after fire had devastated the colony. Hanway's
actions were not disinterested. His philanthropic work inside and
outside of England was partly motivated by a desire to ensure that the
nation had enough men to keep the empire secure from France and
other enemies. Hanway thought the colonies could serve as a training
ground for seamen, in addition to supplying naval stores. By the mid1770s, he was heartbroken at the prospect that Anglo-Americans might
quit the empire. He complained:
If you have not wit to discover, nor virtue to comply, with
the reasonable hopes, that this nation wiU have wisdom
enough to maintain a commercial union, equally productive
of safety, opulency, and happiness, on your side, and in every

" Linda Colley, Britons: Forgng the Natiou, 1707-1837 (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1992), 30. Michael Bellesiles provides a good summary of the discussion of British identity
in his essay on "Creating Fsapaes" journal of British Studies, 40 (October 2001): 85-606.
"Eligia Gould,The Persistenceof Empire:British PoliticalCulture in the Age ofthe American Bevolution
(Chapel Hill: 2000).
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other part of the British dominions, you cease to act like
generous men, or good subjects. You become excenirick,
penurious, illiherat. You forget that you are part of one great
whole: that as the limbs can live no longer than the body is
nourished, you act unnaturally in attempting to sever your
selves, or cut the knot, by which you are bound. Lawyers may
exert all their powers to perplex or entangle, but they never
can divide us whilst we are in our right minds. Nature has
interwoven our interest: the God of Nature confirms the
alliance. To attempt to dissolve it, is a violation of every moral
and reli^ous obligation.^^
Hanway thought that the rise of the British empire was providential.
God had set out the conditions in which it would flourish, allowing
mutual interest and mutual affection to merge. To resist the empire
was to resist the will of God, manifested in history and in the nature
that He created.
Hanway certainly thought that the colonies were part of the British
empire, but it did not necessarily follow that the colonists were Britons.
Linda CoUey notes that the colonists were a great question mark; they
fit comfortably into neither of the two possible boxes: Americans as
colonists subordinate to the mother coiontry, Americans as Englishmen
abroad and consequently the brethren of those at home. Hanway s
common sense solution was that the American colonists were Britons
because they were part of the British empire. What else Could they be?
When their ancestors left Britain, they did not cease to be Britons, you
are a part of the British empire:—or, you are fallen out of the clouds;
started up out of the earth as giants; created in a new world as Adam.

Hanway, Common Sense, 58.
CoUey, Britons,135. See also,J.C.D. Clark,Thehanguage ofUbertg, 1660-1832: Political discourse
and socialdynamics inthe AnglorAmerican
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994).
Philip Lawson briefly summarizes the scholMly discussion of this idea in ^ Taste for Empire
and Glory: Studies in British Overseas Expansion, 1660—1800 (Aldershot: Ashgate, 1997), ch. IX,
"Anatomy of a Civil War: New Perspectives on England in the Age of the American
Revolution, 1767-82," 142-52. For their part, Anglo-Americans thought they were Britons.
Jack P. Greene, "Search for Identity: An Interpretation of the Meaning of Selected Patterns
of Social Response in Eighteenth-Century America," Journal of Social History, III (1970):
205-06. Bernard Bailyn and John CUve, "England's Cultural Provinces: Scotland and
America," WilliamandMaryQuarterh/,'SsA^ot.,'Xi.iJS)3>ti)-2.0B-\'S.
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belong to nobody: have no earthlj sovereign: and are accountable only
to God."" Hence, "an
born is not deemed an alien here; he
claims the privileges of a native-born subject of Britain; and you call
your country British America!'^ The colonists were, "as part of the
public, as much as him, who with great cost and labour has drained the
fens of Uncolnshire, on this island, and is enjoying the sweets of his
industry and skill, under a happy constitution.""
Hanway's Common Sense reminds us that Britishness had an
historical and an institutional element. The historical element was the
heritage of liberty. In particular, Britons were the legatees of the
glorious revolution of 1688. According to Hanway, 1688 was an
imperial event. "The authority which the revolution established,
extends over the realms of the British empire."" The colonists were no
less a party to the settlement of 1688 than were His Majesty's subjects
in London, Birmingham or Aberdeen. The essence of the glorious
revolution, Hanway thought, was that it established the sovereignty of
Parliament. Hence Parliament's sovereignty applied to the entire
British empire. Parliament was "the government of the British
empire."^' In law. Parliament was Britain. "The people here generally
agree, that the right of taxation, whether exercised or not, is vested in
the supreme legislative power of these realms, overyou who are part ofthese
realms, as well as over themselves, as another part.'"*® To be a Briton,
wherever one resided, was to be subject to Parliament. To be sure,
Hanway sometimes spoke of Britain's "national capacity" as distinct
from the colonies."*' He noted that "disunion must be injurious to both
countries.'"*^ But when it came to the colonists themselves, they could
be nothing other than equal fellow subjects, for "parliament represents

Hanway, CommonSense, 10."You emigrate toa land already discovered, and claimed by your
mother country. You have
granted; not sovereignty delegated." 37.
" Hanway, Common Sense, 34.
" Hanway, Common Sense, 87.
^ Hanway, Common Sense, 7.
" Hanvray, Common Sense, 92.
Hanway, Common Sense, 25—26.
"."You will find us as placable in our naUonal, as humane in our private capacity." Hanway,
Common Sense, 37.
" Hanway continues in that paragraph to complain that the colonists make "a nation divided
against itself." Common Sense, 112-13. The nation, a social being, is divided between the two
countries, geographic beings.
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the whole people," including the part of the British people in the
colonies.'*^
Paine's common sense nationalism was rather different from
Hanway's. If the British empire was to be an empire ruled by Parlia
ment, and if to be British was to be subject to Parliament, then, Paine
concluded, the colonists were not Britons, nor were they part of the
British empire. To be sure, Paine allowed that independence would not
have been necessary had Britain been willing to admit the colonists into
Parliament on fair terms. All serious thinkers who wished to settle the
imperial dispute, Paine said, all turned to the idea of Anglo-American
union; "whatever was advanced by the advocates on either side of the
question then, terminated in one and the same point, viz. a union with
Great Britain; the only difference between the parties was the method
of effecting it." When Boston was as well represented in Parliament as
London, the disjunction between the national and Parliamentary status
of the colonists could have been overcome. Paine, however, did not
think such a solution had any chance of coming into being. And once
fighting started, it was no longer a reasonable idea. Plans of union, he
said, "all have been ineffectual, and the period of debate is closed.
Arms, as the last resource, decide the contest; the appeal was the choice
of the king, and the continent has accepted the challenge.'"^
To develop a new politics suitable for an independent America,
Paine adapted some of the principles he had discovered in the politics
of the old British empire. The most obvious of these was the distinc
tion between society and government. Paine's biographer,John Keane,
claims too much when he contends that "Common Sense was the first
political essay in modern times to make and defend the distinc
tion. . .between civil society and the state." After all, that distinction was
fundamental to any reading of 1688 which held that government was
dissolved and re-created,even though English society remained intact.^^
Still, the distinction between society and the state was fundamental to

Hanway, Common Sense, 43. Just after, "with regard to the parade of the doctrine of
representation, it is so far absurd when one considers the fact is it really stands in this comtiy.
one man has 10,000/ a year income, and not a vote for his representative; when ten or an
hundred thousand others, who have not but 2L have a vote for representative: and yet things go
on very well, as to this part."
Paine, Common Sense, 20.
Keane, P<a«j,116-117.
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Paine's Common Sense. The essay began, "some writers have so
confounded society with government, as to leave little or no distinction
between them; whereas they are not only different, but have different
origins.'"*^ When we set that idea in the context of the imperial debate,
particularly Hanway's Common Sense, we see that Paine was describing
an actual situation. Society was the entirety of colonial internal affairs;
government was the imperial power, exercised by the king across the
water.
Paine's common sense took shape at the point where constitu
tional questions met questions of peoplehood or nationality. In law,
the American argument ran, there was no "British empire.Similarly,
in law there was no natural tie between the people of Great Britain and
the people of the colonies. The former were subject to the king in
Parliament, and the latter to the King in conjunction with his various
colonial parliaments. In 1688, the Anglo-Americans claimed, each
colony had its own revolution, parallel to that which took place in
England. If the colonists were right that they were not legitimately
subject to Parliament, and the British were right that to be British was
to be subject to Parliament, then the colonists were not Britons. They
were a distinct people, living in natural societies, lacking in government
in the true sense. They had no sovereign legislative authority.
Paine used the same logic as Hanway to reach an opposite
conclusion. Hanway claimed that the colonists were Britons since their
ancestors had migrated from Britain. Paine said that argument was not
true in fact, and was insufficient in theory. In fact, Paine claimed, "not
one third of the inhabitants, even of this province, are of English
descent." They were of European background,"all Europeans meeting
in America, or any other quarter of the globe, are countrymen"''^ The
inhabitants of the colonies were Europeans who settled in a distinct
place at a distinct time. Hanway held that "'Europe, with regard to
American colonies, is but one state, and will not see independent
sovereignties established in your quarter of the globe.'"^' Since peoples
are often defined against something, Paine realized that Hanway's

^ Paine, Common Sena, 6.
"The terms 'British Empire' are not the lan^age of the common law, but the language of
news papers and political pamphlets."JA, Novalglus, Pt^ers ofJohn Adams,11:250.
^ Paine, Common Sense, 23.
Hanway, Common Sense, 81.
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opinion (or the opinion it represented) had an ironic implication. By
treating all colonies and colonists the same way, Europe homogenized
them, making it possible to for them to become a single new people.
Contrary to Hanway, Paine held that history was not the sole
determinant of nationhood. A Briton, Paine pointed out, had no right
to claim that mere ancestry gave a man or group of men just title to
rule. , "The first king of England, of the present line (William the
Conquerer) was a Frenchman, and half the Peers of England are
descendants from the same country; wherefore, by the same method of
reasoning, England ought to be governed by France."'® That was
Paine's response to Hanway's claim that the colonists either were
Britons or they "started up out of the earth as giants; created in a new
world as Adam." Paine thus implied that the claim to rule a people was
conditional.'* Since society was separable from government, there was
no reason why the same government could not rule more than one
people. By making war on the colonists, Paine suggested, Britain
surrendered its tide. In 1688, James II lost his legitimate title to rule
England because his presence on the throne threatened English liberty.
In 1775, Paine argued by analogy, Britain lost its claims over America
by making war in America. "Britain, being now an open enemy,
extinguishes every other name and title."'^
If they were not Britons, what were the Americans? They were an
independent society, created with their own sweat and cooperation.
Winthrop Jordan notes that Paine's account of the creation of a society
in nature would appeal to Americans since it was a rough description
of their experience, or of what they liked to think of as their
experience." An immigrant arrived in the wilderness, and found that
he could not do much on his own. "Four or five united would be able
to raise a tolerable dwelling in the midst of a wilderness, but one man
might labour out the common period of life without accomplishing
anything." That small group could only get so far: "Necessity, like a
gravitating power, would soon form our newly arrived emigrants into
society, the reciprocal blessings of which, would supersede, and render
Paine, Common Sense, 24. A close reader will note that Paine's polemic here is at odds with
his logic, as it is based upon a blending of society and government in Britain.
He also left the status of "peoplehood" ambiguous. Once established,cotild it be changed?
Paine, Common Sense, 24.
"Jordan, "Familial Politics," 296.
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the obligations of law and government unnecessary while they
remained perfecdy just to each other."®'' What made that depiction of
things particularly appealing to Paine was that it showed, that , the
colonists were not Britons. Society, the entity that was pre-gpvernmental, was bound up with more than political heritage. A society on a
grand scale was a people. By creating a society, the Americans created
a people.. Where they came from was much less relevant than what
they did after they arrived in America.
Why make that argument? In particular, why was that the
argument to make after the shooting began? Because the old order had
broken down and a new one had to be built up. The Americans'
understanding of the empire was based upon their understandingof the
imperial constitution. That constitution was vague in its particulars. It
had the flexibility that the mysteries of the common law provided.
That law was the basis of the majority of American plans for reconcilia
tion before April, 1775. Paine may have seen that those proposals
would get a poor reception in London, but in theory he suggested that
the old system was better than war. Once the fighting began, however,
it was necessary to try something new. Fortunately, Paine suggested,
leaving the King behind and creating a new society was what each
settler had in fact done. That made them one, American people.®®
In short, the logic of nationhood in Britain, combined with the
logic of empire, was the logic of British common sense. To a Briton,
as Hanway suggested, it was an obvious, common sense truth that the
British were a people, that the colonists were part of that people, and
that all Britons were subject to Parliament. At the same time, the
people filled two "countries." Given the popularity of that belief in
Britain, Paine realked that, short of the creation of a fioll and,equal
Anglo-American union, the colonists could, not be Britons without
surrendering their liberties. They had to be something else. Not only
did they inhabit a distinct country, but their actions since landing in the
New World had also made them a distinct people. They were all
Americans.®®

Paine, Common Sense, 7.
For an alternative reading of Paine that stresses heterogeneity, see Rothenberg, "Parasiting
America."
" For a still useful discussion of the development of American nationalism, see Paul A. Varg,
"The Advent of Nationalism,
6" AmericanQnarter!)/16 (1964): 169-81.
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^ The Empire of Peace ^
British imperial thought in the eighteenth century began with a vision
of peace and plenty. The vision was essentially isolationist." In the
mid-eighteenth century Britons began to pay more attention to their
overseas empire because they were tired of making war on the
European continent. They hoped to create an island empire to
complement their island nation. Such an empire would feature trade
and peace within its borders rather than conflict and bloodshed without
them. The opposing common senses that developed in Britain and
America show the ironic dimension of the quest for peace and plenty.
It was built upon the presumption that national boundaries were clear.
When the nation was in question, the goal of peace created a logic of
war. Hanway argued that "reason never had two faces," and that
reason clearly indicated that the colonists were Britons.^® For Paine, on
the contrary, common sense indicated that the Americans were not
Britons at aU. National common sense obviated all forms of mediation.
Hanway described peace as the supreme good. It allowed civil and
religious liberty, and commercial prosperity. To secure it. Parliament
had to assert its authority. Liberty was impossible without peace since
"peace and liberty,...are congenial: they are both the children of trirme."
Contrariwise, civil war was the worst evil. "War is the madness of
nations. Civil War is the rage of individuals: it is unnatural: it is more
lilfp suicide: it cuts deeper, and dittides the bands of society: it dissolves
the ties of nature."®® Submission to Parliament was a precondition of
liberty since without such submission all would be anarchy and civil
war. Moreover, by saying that dvil war divided society and dissolved
the "ties of nature," Hanway was implying not only that society was
natural, but also that the boundaries of each society (who did and did
not belong to it) were both natural and obvious.
Hanway presumed that securing order was the first and most
important task of government. Since "all men are confessedly sinners,"

" CoyM, 'PtrsisUnce of Empire, esp. ch. 2, "The Blue Water Vision," 34-71, and David
Atmitage, Theldeol(^catOriifnsoftheBritishEmpire (Cambridge, 2000), esp. ch.7, "Empire and
Ideology in the Walpolean Era," 170-98.
5' Hanway, Common Sense, 58,96.
" Hanway, Common Sense, 31.
Hanway, Common Sense, 4-5.
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they needed a government to keep them in line.®' Elsewhere, he added
that "men vcs. faulty creatures', if they were not so, the religion of Christ
would not have been necessary. But never, ueuershidl we find the path
to eternal glory, if we thus forget our obedience to human laws.'"^^
These statements might suggest that Hanway had a traditional
understanding of government, holding that it existed to allow men to
flourish. Government had to train men, to teach them the difference
between right and wrong, and to teach them to pursue human
excellence. That education was ultimately backed up by the power of
weapons. In fact, Hanway believed nothing so grand. For him,
government was simple force, used to restrain misbehavior. His
quotations from Paul obscured an agreement with Hobbes. "Life is
warfare; everything proves it," he wrote.®' Parliament's sovereignty
existed to end that war. "If you persist in denying this [parliamentary]
authority," he wrote, "what can foUow but perpetual war?"" In short,
he threatened the colonists, as he believed they threatened Britain: "if,
you make it necessary to peace, I shall consider the armaments as the
instrument of heaven to defend those who are inclined to peace, and
true subjection. Once peace was secured, and sovereign authority
established throughout the nation, the British empire would flourish.
After government established peace and order, Hanway thought,
other goods followed. When its sovereignty was secure. Parliament
could allow British subjects to enjoy such goods as religious liberty.
To assert the right of sovereignty, and protect every subject of these
realms, in every quarter of the globe, is the glory of our common
Parent. KJeii's, Mahometans, and Pagans, find protection, shall any of our
Christian brethren lose the privileges of worshiping God in their own
way, this not being injurious to the safety of the state?"®® The secular
authority of the state created the conditions of religious peace. Peace,
both within and without the empire, was a precondition for trade.
Trade, Hanway wrote, "has formed a common-wealth, composed of

" Hanway, Common Sense, 114.
" Hanway, Common Sense, 20.
" Hanway, Common Sense, 14.
" Hanway, Common Sense, 22.
" Hanway, Common Sense, 84.
Hanway, Common Sense, 100.
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all the nations of earth; the chief friend and ally of which, is peace."^''
That commonwealth was not, in fact, always so peaceful. "The objects
of war, in former days, were dominion, power, notions of injured honour, or
resentments for some affront shewn: Now it is commerce—This is a
more substantial motive."^ Even if, at times, nations warred for
commerce, it was also true that peace was a precondition of successful
trade. War on the high seas made transatlantic trade extremely
difficult.^' Moreover, growing trade made peace the interest of nations.
Paine agreed with Hanway about the ends of government, but he
found that an American empire would secure those ends better than
Britain's empire. This reality comes through in one of the striking
elements about Paine's Common Sense—its insistence that America was
a continental nation. The King had turned the contest to arms, he said,
"and the continent hath accepted the challenge." Similarly, he claimed
that "the sun never shined on a cause of greater worth. 'Tis not the
affair of a city, a country,a province, or a kingdom, but of a continent.
To meet the challenge, all America had to unite, for now is the
seedtime of continental union."™
Why did Paine assume that America would be a continental
empire? The Anglo-American colonies were coastal, not continental.
When viewed in the context of British imperial thought, it would
appear to be a transformation of British common sense to suit
America. Hanway claimed that only British rule could secure peace in
America. The essence of the British empire was peace, trade, and
liberty. Britain's empire would effectively be an island, mirroring the
British island. The same would be true of America's continental union.
Paine claimed that America's continental union would be superior to
Britain's blue-water empire. "Our plan is commerce, and that, well
attended to, wiU secure us the peace and friendship of all Europe."^^
That peace could not be had so long as America was tied to Britain.
"Europe is too thickly planted with kingdoms to be long at peace, and
whenever a war breaks out between England and any foreign power.

" Hanway, Common Sense, iv.
" Hanway, Common Sense,108.
" Hanway also noted that most colonial trade was with other parts of the British empire and
asked if colonial "land will be the valuable object it was, when «»r trade is lost?" 108.
™ These three statements may all be found in Paine, Common Sense, 20-21.
" Paine, Common Sense, 24.
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the trade of America goes to ruin, because of her connection with Britain."^^
Only a continental American union could serve the ends of British
empire in America. Europe had many states which shared borders and
competed for land, wealth, and power. Such geography meant war, so
long as America was connected with Britain. If America became
unified, however, there would be no boundary disputes at home.^^
Britain turned to its American empire in order to escape the wars of
Europe; America, Paine suggested, should make its own empire of
liberty in order to escape from Britain's European wars.
Paine's thoughts about the ends of government ran parallel to
Hanway's. In Paine's Common Sense, as in Hanway's, governments
existed to provide security for the nation. If men could be social
without being unjust, he said, then no external authority would be
necessary. That, however, could never be. "As nothing but heaven is
impregnable to vice, it will unavoidably happen, that.. .they wiU begin
to relax in their duty and attachment to each other, and this remissness,
will point out the necessity, of establishing some form of government
to supply the defect of moral virtue." Government existed to correct
man's tendency to be self-serving, weak, and vicious. No less than
Hanway, he spoke of "security being the true design and end of
government."^^ That is why "a government which cannot preserve the
peace, is no government at all."^^ In sum, Paine thought that govern
ment provided security in order to maximize the liberty of citizens.
"Government is a necessary evil" because men could, in theory, have
more liberty if there were no government restraining them, but in
" Paine, Common Sense, 25. Emphasis in the original.
" On the idea of the American union as a peace pact, see Peter S. Onuf, Oripns of the Federal
R^ublia Jurisdictionat Controversies in the United States, 1775-17S7 (Philadelphia, 1983).
Paine, Common Sense, 7-8. A bit later, Paine appears to qualify this statement by referring to
"the design and end of government, viz. freedom and security." 8-9 By Paine's logic, that is
but an elaboration of the previous truism. Since men would mistreat each other if their
societies lacked governments, they would be less able to live as they chose if there were no
government than when there is a government. Paine's concession to the rule of law, "in
America the law is king" 34, is similarly bound up with his notion of national sovereignty.
According toJordan, Paine described a Eucharist of the law. After a crown is placed upon
the law,"let the crown at theconclusion of the ceremony bedemolished, and scattered among
the people whose right it is." 34 (SeeJordan, "Familial Politics," 298.) In practice, however,
Paine suggested that the law in America was that the sovereign people, through their
Congress, might make any and all laws they deemed necessary to secure the end of
goverrunent
" Paine, Common Sense, 31.
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practice government maximized liberty by restraining others from
harming us and impinging upon our liberty. Hence, man "finds it
necessary to surrender up a part of his property to furnish the means
for the protection of lie rest."^^ In theory, Paine disagreed with
Hanway because Hanway thought sin was the rule and Paine thought
it was the exception. As a practical matter, that distinction was
irrelevant since diey agreed that government had to control whatever
misbehavior occurred.
A close reading of Paine's Common Sense indicates thai his
indictment of British government was more practical than theoretical.
Britain could not, in fact, secure peace in America. For starters Britain
could not defend America successfully against foreign attack, unless the
nation was willing to maintain a large, continuous naval presence in
America.^^ That was highly unlikely. In addition, he said that it was the
presence of British government that had brought war to American
society. "America would have flourished as much, probably much
more, had no European power had anything to do with her. Were the
colonies not tied to Britain, "we should be at peace with France and
Spain were they at war with Britain."™ By bringing America into the
whirl of European power politics, Britain made enemies for America.
In addition to securing war abroad, Paine held, British government
could not secure peace at home.™ Britain failed to keep the peace
among the colonies as "the difference between Pennsylvania and
Connecticut, respecting some unlocated lands, shews."®" Part of the
trouble was that Britain simply did not care enough about America to
do what was necessary to govern it. Even if Britain cared, the slowness
of communication across the Adantic would probably render any such
attempt moot. All this fortified the conclusion that Britain could not
and did not keep peace at home in America. Whatever had been the
case in the past, there could be no civil peace between Britain and
America once fighting began in earnest. The memories of bloodshed
" Paine, Common Sense, 1.
Paine, Common Sense,40.
™ Paine, Common Sense, 22.
" Hanway had noted the difficulty of maintaining union in America if the colonies becamle
independent: "I travelled on the map, from Florida to Quebec. I viewed the extensive
coast.. .how ill it could be preserved as a confederacy of petty states, or as subject to any one
power, not possessed of maritime strength." Hanway, CflOTWoa Jmf, 102.
Paine, Common Sense, 41.
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would be too strong for either side to forgive and forget.®' In addition,
Britain could not find enough troops to keep America at peace if
enough Americans refused to accept the legitimacy of British gover
nance. Since governance was, according to Paine, the exercise of force,
"if they cannot conquer us, they cannot govern us."®^ A government
that could not enforce its laws was no government at all.®®
When set in this light, it seems that even Paine's objection to
Britain's monarchy was practical rather than principled. Monarchy
caused more wars than it prevented. Because it clarified succession, a
common argument went, monarchy prevented competition for the
right to govern. Paine disagreed, claiming that the presence of a throne
in a state was more likely to cause civil war than prevent it. Since "the
usurper," William the Conquerer, landed with his "armed banditti" in
1066, Paine noted, England had "no less than eight civil wars, and
nineteen rebellions."®'* Competition for the crown was so often a cause
of civil war, Paine wote, that one could not seriously claim that
monarchy brought civic peace. In addition, the rules of succession
often gave the throne to a boy who was too young, or a man who was
too old or incompetent to rule the kingdom. Those circumstances
often led to wars at home and abroad. Paine suggested that republics
had a much better record on that score, since "the republics of Europe
are all (and we may say always) in peace."®® In sum, Paine held that the
tie with the British nation involved America in European wars, and that
the tie to the British monarch made American government unstable.
British government could not and did not do what Hanway said
government was supposed to do. It failed upon its own terms.
The implication of Paine's common sense, no less than Hanway's,
was Anglo-American war. Legal negotiations having failed, the turn to
common sense was a turn to war. The right to revolution, both Paine
and Hanway agreed, was a right asserted when a government failed to
" Paine, Common Sense, 25-27.
Paine, Common Sense, 28.
" Paine's position here parallels Josiah Tucker's argument about why Britain should let the
colonies loose. Josiah Tucker, Four Tracts, together with Two Sermons, on Politicaland Commercial
Subjects (Gloucester: 1774). For a discussion of Tucker, see Salim Rashid, "He Startled.. .'As
If He Saw a Spectre': Tucker's Proposal for American Independence, Journal of the History of
Ideas, 43 (1982): 439-60.
" Paine, Common Sense,17-19.
" Paine, Common Sense, 32.
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be an effective sovereign. Paine thought he had demonstrated that no
British government could fulfil the duties of a sovereign in America".
Americans had to create their own government. "Nothing but
independence, i.e., a continental form of government, can keep the
peace of the continent and preserve it inviolate from civil wars." An
independent America would govern itself, "for independency means no
more, than, whether we shall make our own laws."®®

^ Cutting the Umbilical Cord ^
The turn toward common sense was a turn toward national sover
eignty. Paine and Hanway rested their cases upon what they took to be
plain reason. Sovereigns, of whatever type, governed peoples to
prevent the e"vils of civil war. Under such sovereigns nations could
enjoy peace, prosperity, and harmony. Both Paine and Hanway held
that common sense could discern what constituted a people, ^et, as
their disagreement showed, a strong, common sense case could be
made that the colonists were Britons, and an equally strong case could
be made that they were «o/Britons. Hanway thought that peoples came
pre-made; since Anglo-America had developed out of Britain, it was
British. Paine, by contrast, thought he saw an American people in the
making. Even so, he agreed with Hanway that peoples were created by
history rather than being negotiated on the middle ground of politics.
In other words, the ideas of nationhood invoked by Paine and Hanway
were congruent with their other political ideas. They thought war
could be avoided if the boundaries between states were clear and
agreed upon, and the same was true when it came to boundaries
between peoples.
It is no coincidence that this problem of peoplehood came to the
fore during the British imperial crisis of the 1760s and 1770s. Both
Paine and Hanway were addressing a novel problem. Politically
speaking, what did it mean to call something an empire? It -was only in
1718 that the French Academy allowed Frenchmen to use the term

' Paine, Common Seme,31,30.
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"empire" to describe something other than Rome and its successors.®^
Up to the end of the eighteenth century, people were arguing about
what an "empire" was, as a form of government. The idea of a colony
was similarly vague.
John Adams wrote in 1775, "is casus
omissus at common law. There is no such title known in that law."®®
The terms that many people used to describe the relationship between
colonies and the central power were familial, that of mother and child.
Both Paine and Hanway used that metaphor. To Hanway, that put the
colonists in the same situation as all other Britons. All Britons were
subordinate since "the ideas of subjection and supremeauthority cannot be
separated."®' A subject was, by nature, subordinate to the king-inParliament. The colonies stood in the same relation to Britain as each
subject of Britain stood in relation to the government as a whole. That
seemed just to Hanway because the colonies needed to be more
governed than the mother country, since "you are the same people as
we are, tho' less civilized."'® The parent country was civilizing her
children, making them ready for the world. A colony was an inferior
part of the empire whom the parent could rightly employ for her own
benefit. "You call your country British America, by which I understand
Britain'sAmerica."^^ These colonies belonged to Britain, not to France,
Spain or the Netherlands. Hence, "your mother country has a right to
your subjection, upon the principles of her wants."'^ The upshot of
Hanway's argument was that colonists might be equals, for any colonist
could move to Britain and enjoy the same rights as other Britons
resident there, but colonies were not and could never be.'®

"Richard Koebner,Empire (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1961), 60. More recently,
Anthony Pagden, honts of All the World: Ideologies of Empire in Spain, Britain and France,
1492-1830 (New Haven: Yale University Press,1998), notes the late development of imperial
theory.
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" Hanway, Common Sense,109.
Hanway, Common Sense, 49.
" Hanway, Common Sense, 52.
" Hanway, Common Sense,90.
" This brings to mind Charles Mcllwain's comment that "Parliamentary government is
probably the most developed form of representative institutions known ... but it has this
defect of its merits, that it makes 'the government of dependencies' illogical and almost
impossible. For its very perfection in the mother country exaggerates the dependent status
, of the 'British possessions." The American Revolution: AConstitutionallnUrpretation (New York:
MacMillan, 1924), p. 57.
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The trouble with Hanway's point of view, Paine thought, wus that
it cotild not contemplate colonial adulthood. Suppose that the colonies
grew up. Hanway suggested that such a state would merit the place
ment of Anglo-Americans in Parliament.®'^ Yet that was a partial
solution only. True equality, as Adam Smith would note in the Wealth
of Nations, would imply that when British America became more
important than Great Britain, the Parliament would have to move to
British America.®^ Hanway could no more contemplate such an
occurrence than he could contemplate giving America a proportionate
number of members of both houses of Parliament.
Since the creation of a true imperial parliament was not in the
cards, Paine concluded that the only solution was independence.
Rather than taking an equal place in the house in which they grew up,
the Americans would set up their own house. Paine suggested that this
had always been the only possible solution. "I have always considered
the independency of this continent, as an event, which sooner or later
must arrive, so from the late rapid progress of the continent to
maturity, the event could not be far off."®® What was the evidence that
the colonies had reached maturity? They were no longer willing to be
treated as inferiors. Like everyone else, Paine argued, the English used
government to serve their interest, and that interest was distinct from
the American interest. "America is only a secondary object in the
system of British politics, England consults the good of
country, no
farther than it answers her on/n purpose."®® Hanway thought that
Britain and America, being part of a single nation, had the same
interest, and he trusted the British Parliament to pass laws serving that
general interest. On the contrary, Paine contended, the idea that the
'•* Hanway, Common Sense, 42,63.
""In the course of little more than a century,perhaps, the produce ofAmerican might exceed
that of British taxatioa The seatof theempire would then naturally remove itself to that part
of the empire which contributed most to the general defence and support of the whole."
Adam Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth ofNoHotu, A. S. Skinner, ed.
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colonies were unrefined, uncivilized societies gave Britain a pretext for
ruling the colonies arbitrarily. By 1776, he found, the Americans could
no longer enjoy the fruits of empire so long as they remained tied to
the mother country. They were an independent nation and a germinat
ing continental empire. They had to sink or swim on their own.®®

" This fulfilled James Harrington's prophesy: '"For the colonies in the Indies,' says he, 'they
are yet babes, that cannot live without sucking the breasts of their mother cities; but such as
I mistake,if when they come of age, they do not wean themselves:which causes me towonder
at princes that delight to be exhausted that way.'" Harrington in Adams, Nomn^lus, Pt^ers,
11:313. On generational politics in eighteenth-century America, see Fliegelman, Prodigals and
Pilgrims: TheAmericanPtvobilionagainstPatriarchialAHthoritf, 175(1-1800(Cambridge: Camrbidge
University Press, 1985).

